URTUSASTEGUI
CHARACTER. -Conde Drácula. It have the known image with the
long layer, the high neck. What it diferencía of the others is that you faltan
long eyeteeth. In the place has two huecos.
ESCENOGRAFIA. -Magical Place with brilliant white illuminated
clothes de red, large candelabra with veil lit, divan, cojines and an apparatus
of modern music. Upon be openned the telón we are seeing to Drácula that
tries sleeping in the divan, can not, lift, goes to the apparatus of music,
lights it and put a compact disc of gloomy music. recuesta To oirlo.
Afterwards of a moment lift bother and it turn off. Go to see to a mirror,
opens the mouth it more than can, does gestures, was touched the gums,
complaint, outrage, groans, cries. Remembered that is a Conde, lift and very
worthy was put firm. Returnes to landslide, cries newly
DRACULA. -Why, why? . Long <pausa> in that cries. Direct to the
public Tell that is good to cry. It is certain. I does much time that no was
doing at it ;Now me feel to improve, many best ;More than best, feel to me in
excellent manner. Smiles amply. To the do it see in expect, returnes to cry
No, is not certain, feel to me of fucked, of the face. ..¡ What unlucky am!
Filling of rabies But this does not goes to remain seized, clear that no,
cursed dentist, me will pay, me will pay today same, remembered that in the
<noche> I am that have the power ;You had it during the day, you and your
cursed apparatus. Does mimicry and noise of the <aplicación> of the dental
drill. Groans ¡ Cabrón! It eres and it are all your colleagues :Sadistic cursed.
Returnes to do the noise del drill and the mimicry But already will see this
night what touched to you. To Laugh sadicamente. Was placed front to a
supposed bed of the dentist In sheit you no eres nobody and I am the king.
To Laugh Yes, will leave of my tomb, will open my coffin, could to me my

layer the pone , will fly and will enter by the window of your breech, will be
neared to me to the bed where will sleep very removed ofThe pain, as if
nunca might have done nothing, and. .. Shoots varied kickbacks, afterwards
cries ¡ Unlucky! Had that withdrawing the eyeteeth. No were sufficing to you
the grindstones or the incisivos? ¡ No! Pleased my eyeteeth. Pleased for surely
to show as a trofeo, to presume. Look, look, the eyeteeth of Drácula, of the
Count Drácula Already see you laughing ;But it will last to you very poco>,
very little. ..Until this night to twelve exactly, when sounds sixth bell, no
before, no afterwards. Laugh curses When sees at me in no your bedroom
goes at me to leave withtion withdrew to me the eyeteeth because were
cariados. If were it <tu> obligation was to plug, and in last case put a jaquet.
Or by chance not known do it? Little pause Lie to might not have that size
;Order to do and already. But no, you were wanting for your collection. ..¡
Pokes eyelet! And to think that me cariaron by the diabetic imbeciles. If might
not have eaten so azucar would not be seized. I Must heed me to Flee Sanchez
and to Placid Sunday. They yes know of as to try the mouth. About to the
public, go you teaching the gums See, see eat let to me ;So that do not tell
afterwards that is pure exaggeration mine. And what now already am to
improve. Might have at Me seen when e withdrew. It was I all swollen,
disfigured, black-and-blue. ..Imagine to Me to me, to the Count rácula,
swollen, deforming? To me that always have been little face? Therefore thus
was. Now the very jijo of the <chifosca> tells that goes at me to order to do
some of <acrílico>, that are very good, that me can place in a bridge
removes. ..¡ No wants! ¡ What to be remained with they if <tanto> please to
him/her/you! ¡ No, no and no! Thought, go frightenning little by little until
<aterrarse> go to Me to die of hunger. ..Is most, already am me diing. I
Carry, though you no believe it, temple days without trying a sole drop of

blood. ..¿Se Can it imaginar? ¡ Can not eat. Go to die. I Have hunger!
...Yesterday, without going furthest, that presents to me an opportunity with a
chavo of those that have a marvelous neck. It was of those adonis that sleep to
bare. Emotionan The lunar light was entering by the window bathing of light
the white and <terso> neck... Mimicryly about to the supposed adonis, it with,
goes <acercando> the face to the neck and of an impulse tries of to bite me
And zap, that bite it, and swim, return it to bite and neither, and <dale>,
Kickback here, kickback by over there. ..And swim. Alone markings. I left of
there with more hunger that never. Haciéndose The martyr Ya know that
wrote, no where nor imports to me, that all we were going to <desparecer> of
the face of the earth. I thought that <es> truth. And how no goes at it to be if
the teeth is able with the quality of the current blood. And it is not it worse.
Now already do not we know to who to bite ;If we are biting to a mexican
male, of those of <pistolón> to the belt and hat of wide wing, us enteramos
that has Aids ;And that has not it has hepatitis, salmonellas, gonorrea or
chancres. And there have us contagions <de> to free, without even to enjoy.
Sighes is not by nothing, but the blood of now no arrived to him/her/you nor
to the feet to of before ;That yes that was blood :Pure, red, oxygenated,
blood with flavor and odor, bleeds to be sucked the fingers, bleeds for
<moronga>, bleeds for <verdolagas>, blood with the picket of tequila. ¡ And
the categories! How to compare. Before one could suck <sangre> of princes,
of counts, of dukes, of kings, of cardinals, of Potatoes. Now what. Now
pure to be born. Be born by all sides :In the Little hills, in <Polanco>, in
Horseshoe, in of the Valley, in Rome, in <Olivar> of the Count, in First
Picture, in the north, in the south. Be born in the sports, in the theater. All
prietotesand barrigones. Would please that some of the <presentes> could
smell bled. ¡ Guácala! All smell to equal :To Hamburger of <MacDonal>, to

cuban cake, to abritas. Esa Bleeds does not serves, does not gets fat. It is pure
Diet Blood. Very sad And that is not for me. Nor that nor no. Already can
not eat. Face to the public ¡ I Have hunger, a goat hunger! I Have so hunger
that would be capable sucking to any of presented. Observes to the public,
smiles to some, walks as look for. Direct to one in particular If you suck me
<juras> that do not have Aids? To other And you? Opens well your eyes so
that I sees if not have hepatitis. No, thus no, thus is <hacerme> <ojitos>.
Woeful cover the <rostro> with the layer, afterwards let to the discovered the
eyes and does to him/her/you also <ojitos> to the spectator Walks coming to
the public Inside of a moment will distribute to you some <tarjetitas> so that
annotate address. Coke will visit by night ;No, do not go to repent. If
somebody sucks well in this that world am I. To a spectator <No> tell to
me that no please to you that you suck. ..¡ The blood, of course! In Mexico to
all the world pleases him/her/you to suck. Sucks the politician. ..And goes if
sucks ;Suck the police, the bureaucrats. To the sportsmen well that please to
you sucks. Cries Ahora> I will be only that not could suck. ¡ Oh, devils,
what unhappy am! To a spectator You knew to me, know by qué> am
seized, by chance knew to my mother, know of my predilection by sucking
jóvenes, jóvenes of long and thick necks, erect necks, hard, tersos, Necks
surrounded of kinky hair? Knows at It, yes or not? And if knows at it knew
the causes? You aseguro> that no, but now in that am in trance of diing can
count my history, my hysterics and my traumas. My bad started <con> my
name. ¡ Drácula! Yes, with that. My mama was informed in telling to all the
world that <Drácula> was a masculine name, that los names thus use in
Eastern Europe, as <Karol>. ¡ Lie! If exist Sea and Mary, Paulo and Paola,
Antonio and Antonia>, Luis and Luisa. Why have I woman's name? Was
Insisting I. Sheit to the end gave at me the reason but added that <Drácula>

was going at me to remain therefore to sheit no were pleasing to him/her/you
the vulgar words, unmannerly. And <Drácula> remained. I who was wanting
that of boy might tell to me <Draculito>. Of young <Dráculo> and now
<Draculón>. But it was not all. Sheit to dress of velvets, <pantaloncitos>
short, <blusas> embroidered. About to a mrs of the public Yes, mrs,
guessed you. Also combed to me of <caireles>. ¡ And thus no <querían> that
might return to me <gay>! <Pregúntenle> To any psychiatrist, to any :Caves,
<Lamoglia>, Martinity, that is. All <estarán> in agreement. Infancy is
destiny To one of the public Yes, mr, already know that this phrase is not
mine,

no me am <plagiando>. But as if might be at it. Also am

consciousnessent that no always was boy, also grow and upon growing had
other likes. To the public are not curious, afterwards gave. They are things so
intimate. Good,

will tell to you one :My pleasure by the layers.

<Modela> With sheit, can until dancing ¡ Simply fascinates to me! A
layer dressed well, gives manner to the body, heated, occult, <envuelve>.
Smiles no My layers <confeccionan> with any cloth, no, what goes, the
youes that use must having fallen,

movement for when flies or dance,

<tersura> to caress thousand skin, amplitude to wrapTo my lovers. Plays
with the <capa>, to dance with sheit, the sample See the colors :Color
bleeds, color love for the interior ;Color night, color ire, <color envy for the
exterior. To Exist a most elegant pledge that the layer? Which other to permit
us to occult the <rosto> upon covering with sheit? Which protects us the
<inclemencias> of the climate with so grace? My layer serves to me of wing,
of <capote> to outwit the onrushes of the love, to occult my nudity. What
pledge can remove with major rapidity that sheit in the <momento> supreme?
Which as sheit covers us most <rapidamente> if are we to discover? Dances a
tango with the layer. Was detained <bruscamente>, was put serious But am

me losing in trivialities instead of to follow explaining my sexuality.
Observes to the <público>

¡ Pardon! To the best am telling things

<incovenientes>, things that not must be <oidas> by all. To the public To
some you bothersome this theme?

Waits a moment

to Tell me with

confidence. To some shy bother to You to <ti>? True, <no>? Well. In
that case will follow. The truth is that I commenced from very boy to be
given. To the first that sucked. ..The blood. . Was to my dad ;Pleased and
believe that to he also. Afterwards have sucked to many, to very much. Sees
to the public Of that are here at least to three. Smiles, greets discreetly to
some No, are four. Hello, <Luigi>. ..Every night one <distinto> :<jóvenes>,
Adults, white, brown, engineers, lawyers, merchants, newsmans, students.
Each one with a <cuello> differs. I Have sucked of all :Necks long as swans,
white necks,

necks <prietotes>,

playful necks,

<cuellos> short,

<cuellitos>, some so boys that was difficult to nail the tooth. No other
vampire has my technique to of gratified to the customer. Want know it? Are
they totally sure? Good. Go to tell but with the condition of that no walk
putting in practice in any side and with any. Ready? Well. First arrived,
discover,

afterwards <lamo> :Is necessary <ensalivar> well the region,

serves of anesthetic. Afterwards the kickback, a little kickback, affectionate
;To <partir of this moment must suck, to suck first slowly, little by little to go
increased the speed until to leave the spurt, the spurt that fills the mouth, that
almost drowned, the spurt of blood. ..Easy, no? But recommending to you
that do not it. ..You <puede> to please. I know what gave to you. See to
the mirror, was put sad of new account I already no could it do. I Ask to the
mundo>, ask to him/her/you to you. ..Is just what occured to me, what
occured to him/her/you to all my <congéneres>? They exist in the world
varied species in seeing of extinction, I am one of them. You go to permit that

this occur without doing nothing for <evitarlo>? No believe it. Together to
have me a telephone to listen commentaries,

proposed,

solutions. It is

possible that I is the <único> survivor of my race. ¡ Sirs, mr, you have the
last word! To be felt in the floor over the layer, <coloca> the telephone front
to he, profits the wait to be cleaned the fingernails of the hands. Sounded the
telephone

Good,

who,

<sí,

am I,

<unasolución>? ¡ What good! Telling,

<Drácula>. Goes at Me to give
pleaded it. Uh-huh,

uh-huh,

<mmmh>, yes. You to believe? No, yes, what what? ¡ Mrs! ¡ It is that by
chance didnot read you the periodical? ¡ Already do not exist banks of blood!
Strained outraged This <gente> nor entire, do not read, are not to the so.
Only sides where can get blood is <ISSSTE> and in <Seguro> Social. ¡
<Fúchila>! ¡ Nor of crazy! Waits, return to call Tells, yes, yes, clear.
..Some other thing? ¡ Mr, can not change my diet of a for other! Strained to
You They are foolish or what, was wanting that might drink <yougourt>.
Sounded other time the telephone ¡ Hello! Good, who. .. Smiles amply. To
the public A boy, with what please to me. To the telephone To see, to give
me. ..You, what? No understanding to you, that your companions what. ..
Strained angry

¡ Poked to be! Left that all the companions <eran>

<sangrones> and that maybe could me serve. ..¡Mamón! Waits a long while.
To the public To no of you you <puede> to occur something? Good. In what
country live? Sounded the telephone Yes? Who. ¡ <Quiubo> Little hand! To
the public It is <Murci>, my <primo>. To the telephone What good that
spoke to me. Already was telling that was remaining I sole in the world, but
also your is. What marvel! Yes, yes, thank you bat. What tell to me? Can not
be. How that also to <ti> removed to you the eyeteeth. And how you bundles
to live? Ha, yes, uh-huh, uh-huh. No, how goes to believe. How believe.
Gave that no, it never. I am <gay> and to <mucha> honor. Hear me, am

not disposed low no motive to change to be highnesses. No, clear, clear that
does not wants to die. <Bien>, If there is not other remedy. ..But it
sucking for now to have to put. Sounded other telephone Pardons, but speak
to me by my <gaysacell>. Withdrew a rose telephone of stock market Halo.
If? Yes mrs, yes, no, of course that no. ¡ Nor pleases to me nor <me>
reaches! Strained bother. Speaks to the other telephone The very cretin was
offering to me the sanitary towels. ¡ Women! All me <sacan> of
judgement. No, am not angry with you. It is with these. ..¡Olvidémoslas!
Were telling that do not know if could begin to put. Yes, clear that have. Yes,
is big, of some twenty centimeters ;Yes, also gross. What tries with some of
the <presentes>? Do not know if go to want. Sees to the public. Smiles
Seems that yes. I Can begin today same, no today, right now, in this instant.
Sees to the public Already know to who go to put. Thank you. You if <eres>
a friend. Already known, today by me, tomorrow by <ti>. <Chao>. Strained,
was placed of back to the public. With music initiates a series of apparent
movements in to be withdrawn something of the pantalón>, of when in when
sees to the public of obliquely. Upon finishing the music was put head-on to
the public. In the hand brought <una> great syringe. The sample to the
public placed as a penis in erection Who of you the little good that wish that
se> the goal, that introduce so that give to me a little of the blood. No go to
you to hurt. It will be in a sees, are not, have hunger. Walks between the
public showing the syringe and begging with the look

Suddenly gladden,

looks toward the <camerinos> Over there is one that yes wants. <Adios>.
Will visit in the houses. Already know that little now not wanted by pain, but
that <tal> when are <solitos>. Ordering <besitos> to all. Wrap in the layer
<Chao>, <chao>, <chao>. Leaves very flirtly . F <I> N. <_> To Emphasize
text to Erase word

